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1. Implementation Details

1.1. Additional losses

Segmentation loss Lseg,Lkp. Lseg is a linear com-
bination of cross-entropy loss and Lovász-softmax loss
[1] applied to semantic segmentation map Yseg. Lovász-
softmax loss is similar to Dice loss [6] that penalizes the
structure of segmentation maps but achieves more sta-
ble training. Lkp is a cross-entropy loss applied to key
point segmentation map Ykp.

Primitive deformation loss Loff . Loff is a bi-
projection loss [3] that penalizes the deviation of the
deformed primitives V ′ from the ground truth primi-
tives V . It first matches the vertices in ground truth
to their nearest predictions, then matches the rest of
the predicted vertices to their nearest projections in
ground truth shape. The mean L2 distance between
matches is reported.

1.2. Network structure

To be comparable with existing studies, we use Res-
U-Net101 [5] as the backbone for all our experiments.
All segmentation heads share the same structure of
2×(Conv1x1-BN-ReLU)-Conv1x1. Following the set-
ting in [2], we use 6 MHA layers with 256-dimensional
internal representations in primitive learning structure
(PLS).

1.3. Training and testing

We decrease learning rate by 10 times when train-
ing loss plateaus. Training stops when validation score
plateaus after learning rate decayed twice. Weight de-
cay is disabled for both PLS networks. The data aug-
mentation techniques used include Mixup [7], random
rotation between [-30°, 30°], flipping, color jittering,
and image re-scaling to [0.85, 1.3] of the original image
size. During training, we sample a maximum number
of 150 primitives, and randomly drop 10% of the points
to increase the diversity of point densities. During in-

ference, we sample up to 300 primitives per image. No
test-time augmentation is used.

1.4. Building mapping

Hyper-parameters. We use the following loss con-
figuration for building mapping training:

L =Lseg + Lkp + Ldir + 10−1Loff+

Lret + 10−3Lreg + 10−2Laux

(1)

, in which,

Lseg = 0.8Lce + 0.2Llovasz. (2)

Since the line segment topology is recovered for
building mapping, predictor heads in both PLS net-
works use 3 × 3 convolution kernel to better aggre-
gate local information between neighboring building
line segments.

Post-processing. At inference time, we rotate pre-
dicted line segments V ′′ to their network predicted
directions D′ around their centers. With topology
recovered by projecting line segments to traced con-
tours from segmentation masks, we re-connect the end
points of rotated line segments to form a closed poly-
gon. Then, we simplify each polygon by iteratively re-
moving short line segments and merging parallel neigh-
boring line segments. More specifically, line segments
with length less than threshold tlen are removed. For
each removed line segment, its two neighboring line
segments are merged if they are parallel (angle < ta),
otherwise they are extended to intersection. Due to
the accurate direction estimation in D′, mapping per-
formance is not sensitive to the selection of ta. We use
tlen = 2.0 meters and ta = 10◦ for all our experiments.

1.5. Road network mapping.

Hyper-parameters. The different types of key
points are sampled with the following priority order:
junctions > overlays > ends points > interpolated
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points > points sampled from segmentation mask. We
use the following training loss configuration for road
mapping:

L =Lseg + Lkp + Ldir + 10−1Loff+

Lret + 10−2Laux

(3)

, in which,

Lseg = 0.9Lce + 0.1Llovasz. (4)

Ground truth generation. We generate key point
segmentation ground truth mask by buffering each
point to a circle of 5 pixel wide and rasterize these
buffered regions. To reduce the ambiguity of connectiv-
ity at overlaying road, we expand each overlaying road
point to multiple points by adding the intersections of
a small circle centered at this point and the road net-
work to ground truth key points. Then, we remove
the overlaying road point. We dynamically compute
the ground truth relationship between point primitives
by matching predicted points to the ground truth road
network. We adapt the matching method used in [3]
for this purpose. More specifically, we first match each
point in ground truth to their nearest point in pre-
dicted points. Then, the rest of the predicted points
are matched to their nearest projection on road lines.
With this matching strategy, the closest point to a road
junction will be pulled to that junction, and points near
overlaying road will be pushed away from the overlay-
ing point. Therefore, relationship classification can be
less ambiguous in these scenarios. To generate ground
truth connectivity relationship between point primi-
tives, two predicted points have positive connectivity
ground truth if there is no other matched point between
their matched points in road line segments.

1.6. Environment

Our implementation is based on Pytorch [4]. All
experiments are conducted on a work station equipped
with 1 Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6278C CPU @ 2.60GHz
and 4 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs.

2. Parameter tuning and sensitivity

GraphMapper requires little parameter tuning for
shape post-processing. In our building shape post-
processing, a shorted line length term is used to control
the output simplicity. This term is not data-dependent
but task-dependent, e.g., it should be set according to
the accuracy requirement of a mapping task. For road
extraction, no post-processing is needed. GraphMap-
per is less sensitive to point sampling density compared
to Sat2Graph during our test. A possible reason is that

GraphMapper is trained to work with varying point
densities.

We test the sensitivity of GraphMapper to the con-
nectivity classification threshold for road mapping. As
shown in Fig. 1, the sensitivity to connectivity clas-
sification threshold is reduced when using embedding
space sorting instead of directly classifying connectiv-
ity through thresholding.

Sensitivity to connectivity threshold. Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Threshold sensitivity for embedding space
sorting (SORT) and connectivity classification (CLS).

3. Additional results

3.1. Road

Additional results. More results from City-Scale
dataset is shown in Fig. 2. GraphMapper generates
reasonable road networks at different scenarios, such as
junctions, narrow overlaying rods, and parallel roads.

Road failures. We show some typical failure cases
for road mapping in Fig. 3. In column 1-2, some long
parallel lanes on highways are missed. In column 3,
connections at wide overlaying roads are missed. Both
are caused by miss-detected key points, which are re-
moved when applying NMS to sampled key points for
dense road scenarios. Looking for improved methods
to sample key points is an interesting topic for our fu-
ture studies. Some roads are not reconstructed due to
incorrect segmentation of roads under trees or shad-
ows (Fig. 3 column 4). When roads are not detected
in segmentation maps, no points are sampled on these
roads for reconstruction. Additionally, we can see that
road segmentation is often broken at road junctions,
but can be corrected by reconstruction.

3.2. Building

Results of different stages. We show initial poly-
gons, refined polygons and final reconstructed polygons
for building in Fig. 4. GraphMapper shows to recon-
struct irregular buildings well. Small blocked roof areas



Figure 2: Additional road results from City-Scale dataset.

Figure 3: Road failure cases on City-Scale dataset. Top row: segmentation results, bottom row: reconstructed
roads. Missing road caused by: missing segmentation and key points (column 1), missing key points (column 2-3),
and missing road segmentation under shadows and trees (column 4).

can be properly inferred as shown in the first column.
Some details that are not well captured in segmenta-
tion maps are recovered at later stages (regions pointed
by the yellow arrows).

Failure cases. We show some typical failure cases
in Fig. 5. Large segmentation errors are the most
important cause of modeling failure. We also see a few
failure cases of incorrect direction estimations (Fig. 5



Figure 4: Building reconstruction results of different stages. Irregular buildings can be correctly modeled. Yellow
arrows point to properly recovered building details.

last column), which might be caused by the lack of very
long edges in our training dataset.
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Figure 5: Building failures. Most building failures are caused by segmentation errors (column 1-3). The last
column has incorrect direction prediction.
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